Energy & Utilities
Staying ahead of developments in the energy industry is critical to energy
consumers and providers alike. Our lawyers not only help clients manage
their immediate regulatory, transactional, and litigation needs but also
assist them in planning for and anticipating the future.
We represent clients that purchase all forms of energy and clients that re-sell and distribute that energy.
We work with clients that generate electricity from fossil fuel and renewable energy generating facilities
that they own or have contractual entitlement to the unit’s output. And we help large commercial energy
customers—manufacturers, universities, hospitals, and more—obtain access to affordable and reliable
energy through a range of options, including developing on-site microgrids, investing in renewable
generation projects, or assembling power supply portfolios.
As climate change and regulatory and economic factors converge to make legacy generation sources
increasingly less viable, we help clients examine options—from closing and repowering sites with
cleaner technologies to selling sites for redevelopment to divesting interests in older technology—and
understand the related environmental and regulatory obligations of these options.
Our multidisciplinary team assists companies in the energy sector and their customers with the full
spectrum of legal needs, including:


Energy Finance & Development



Energy Counseling & Litigation



Corporate Business Transactions and Financings



Environmental Counseling & Litigation



Insurance Coverage



Real Estate



Real Property Tax Planning & Appeals

Representative Matters
The Southeast Alabama Gas Supply District—Natural gas prepayment transaction
Served as gas counsel to The Southeast Alabama Gas Supply District concerning a 30-year natural gas
prepayment transaction funded by our client’s issuance of $970 million in tax-exempt municipal bonds.
The transaction produced substantial natural gas commodity price savings for municipal natural gas
systems in Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Virginia and will save the natural gas
consumer millions in the first six years.

The Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation—Natural gas prepayment transaction
Represented The Tennessee Energy Acquisition Corporation as General Counsel in acquiring a 30year supply of natural gas financed through the issuance of $516 million in tax-exempt bonds that will
save more than $40 million to its customers over the life of the prepaid supply agreement.

Developer—Pumped storage project
Advising the owner and developer of a proposed pumped storage project on selected legal issues
arising in development efforts, including potential treatment as transmission under Federal Energy
Regulatory policy and precedent.
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Virginia electric cooperative—EEI Master Agreements for purchase of energy, capacity
Negotiated for an electric cooperative in Virginia EEI Master Agreements with multiple counterparties
for purchasing energy or capacity to supply their customers or hedge pricing of their power supply
arrangements.

Florida city—Natural gas transportation agreement
Assisted a Florida city utility in negotiating agreements for natural gas transportation service involving
the construction of a new intrastate gas pipeline, an interconnection to a new pipeline, and access to
service on an upstream interstate pipeline.

Florida electric generator – Natural gas project development
Assisted a Florida power generator in negotiating natural gas transportation and gas supply agreements
to support the development of a new gas-fired power plant, including agreements involving the
construction of a new intrastate pipeline lateral and upstream capacity expansions on interstate
pipelines.

Public Natural Gas Distributor—Rate case win
Obtained a favorable settlement for our public natural gas distributor client against an interstate pipeline
that had requested a net triple-digit rate increase and numerous tariff changes that would have
adversely affected service and imposed additional costs on affected customers, including our client.
This was the first rate case filed by the pipeline in 17 years.

Public Energy Authority of Kentucky—Prepaid natural gas supply agreements
Serve as Special Gas Counsel to the Public Energy Authority of Kentucky (PEAK) since its inception in
1998. Negotiate municipal bond-financed, prepaid long-term natural gas supply purchases. Between
2018 and 2019, PEAK issued more than $2.2 billion in municipal bonds to prepay such purchase
agreements. The client sells such gas to its members and more than two dozen municipalities at below
market prices; their ratepayers will save millions in gas cost over the next 5-6 years

Natural gas distributor— Rejection of adverse tariff changes
Obtained favorable rulings that rejected numerous tariff changes proposed by an interstate pipeline
while opposing a significant rate increase.

Electric cooperative—Renewable energy contract
Represented an electric cooperative in negotiating a contract for the purchase of the output of 100 MW
of wind turbine capacity from a project under development in Colorado.

Patriots Energy—Natural gas pipeline
Represented Patriots Energy regarding a publicly financed, 42-mile high-pressure intrastate natural gas
pipeline. We also serve as general counsel to Patriots Energy.

Electric cooperative—Gas-fueled generation projects
Represented an electric cooperative in the development and ownership of a 936-MW generation facility
in Texas, consisting of one 480-MW, combined-cycle generating unit and three simple-cycle generating
units with an aggregate capacity of 456 MWs. The legal work included contracts for fuel procurement
and transportation of natural gas, transmission interconnections, major equipment purchasing,
construction, off-take purchases, financing, and insurance.

Electric cooperative—Generation project
Represented the owner and developer of a 168-MW, quick-start generating facility near Lubbock,
Texas, consisting of 18 natural gas-fueled reciprocating engine generators in matters related to fuel
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procurement and transportation, transmission interconnection, major equipment purchasing and
construction contracting, off-take purchaser contracting, financing, and insurance.

Electric cooperative—Generation project
Represented the municipal minority owner of a 520-MW, gas-fueled, combined-cycle generating facility
near Las Vegas, Nevada, in negotiating joint ownership project documents.

Electric cooperative—Solar power purchase agreements
Negotiate and draft solar purchase agreements in Texas, Virginia, and Mississippi.

Electric cooperative—Renewable energy contract
Represented the off-take purchaser from a 12-MW, wood-fueled biomass facility in Colorado in the
negotiation of a long-term power purchase agreement.

Electric cooperative—Conversion to indenture
Represented a G&T electric cooperative in converting from a mortgage form of security agreement to
an indenture.

Electric cooperative—Joint ownership agreement for coal-fired plant
Negotiated and drafted joint ownership agreements related to a 665-MW coal-fired plant in Arkansas.

Electric cooperative—Operating agreement for biomass facility
Negotiated and drafted operating agreements related to a 50-MW biomass project in Texas.

Owner—Off-take agreements for wind generation
Negotiated and drafted off-take agreements for 200 MWs of wind generated at projects in Oklahoma.

Electric cooperatives—Requirements contracts
Negotiate and draft full- and partial-requirements contracts with numerous investor-owned utilities,
including, but not limited to, AEP, Entergy, and Southern Company. Assist in annual true ups of charges
under certain of these contracts.

Electric cooperative—Agreements for combined-cycle gas-fired generating plant
Negotiated agreements related to the development and construction of a 550-MW combined cycle gasfired generating plant in Texas on behalf of minority owners.

Electric cooperative—Renewable energy contract
Represented an electric cooperative in negotiating a contract for the purchase of output of 30 MW of
solar generation capacity from a project under development in Colorado.

Electric cooperatives—ISDA Master Agreements for power purchases
Negotiate for nonprofit utilities ISDA Master Agreements with multiple counterparties, including as
appropriate, the Power Annex, Gas Annex, Credit Support Annex, and Master Netting Agreement. We
negotiate the transaction confirmations for the purpose of purchasing power (and incorporating the
appropriate product, including RTO-specific products), hedging gas supplies, implementing transactions
under energy management arrangements for facilities or utility systems, and arranging the interest rate
swap for a financial deal.
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Electric cooperative—Merger
Represented an electric cooperative in connection with the merger of three rural electric cooperatives,
including handling merger agreements, renegotiating credit agreements, regulatory approvals, and the
renegotiation of power supply agreements.

Various electric cooperatives—Partnership agreements for new transmission
development
Create partnership arrangements for the development of new transmission projects.

Electric cooperative—FERC litigation
Represented an electric cooperative in FERC litigation regarding the allocation of System Security
Resource costs in the MISO footprint.

American Public Gas Association—Appliance efficiency proceeding
Represent the American Public Gas Association in appliance efficiency proceedings.

The Black Belt Energy Gas District—Natural gas prepayment transaction
Served as lead transaction counsel, special gas counsel and commodity swap counsel for our client in a
transaction that issued $446,760,000 of the District’s Gas Supply Revenue Bonds to purchase a 30year supply of natural gas to be delivered to three Alabama gas districts—Clarke-Mobile Counties Gas
District, The Marshall County Gas District, and The Southeast Alabama Gas District.

Louisiana municipal utility—MISO integration
Assisted a Louisiana municipality in integrating its electric utility system and generation and
transmission assets into the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) marketplace and
assists the municipality with its ongoing participation in the MISO capacity, energy and ancillary
services markets, and with its compliance with MISO market rules. We also represent the municipality’s
interests in administrative litigation before FERC.

Public natural gas distributor—Pipeline rate case
Negotiated a settlement of a pipeline rate case for a public gas distributor that cut a proposed rate
increase by 80 percent and resulted in revisions to the pipeline’s rate structure that should provide longterm cost reductions.

Southwest cities, tribal authority—Interstate natural gas pipeline rate case
Represented two Southwestern cities and a tribal authority in a Natural Gas Act interstate natural gas
pipeline rate proceeding at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), winning a new
discounted rate for the clients after litigation with their natural gas provider.

Huntsville Utilities, City of Huntsville, Alabama—Natural gas purchase and sale
agreements
Negotiated new North American Energy Standards Board Base contracts for the purchase and sale of
natural gas for an Alabama public utility with five major natural gas marketing companies, significantly
expanding the utility’s options for purchasing natural gas for the customers of its municipal natural gas
system at the lowest possible price and on the most reliable possible basis.

Electric cooperative—FERC proceedings
Assisting an electric cooperative located in the Midwest in multiple FERC proceedings arising out of its
participation in the Southwest Power Pool, mergers of some of its suppliers and transmission providers,
and the client’s participation in a newly instituted integrated resource planning process.
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Navajo Tribal Utility Authority—Interstate natural gas pipeline acquisition
Negotiated the acquisition by the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority (NTUA) of approximately 268 miles of
an interstate natural gas pipeline—and related compressor stations—to serve several Navajo Nation
communities that would have lost service from the prior pipeline owner abandoning the line. On federal
approval, the line will be transferred to NTUA with the prior owner providing funds for NTUA to integrate
the line into its distribution system. We also helped NTUA obtain federal authorization to acquire and
operate the interstate pipeline facilities.

District of Columbia Office of the People’s Counsel—Undergrounding initiative
Assisted in the negotiation and development of the approximately $1 billion public/private DC PLUG
distribution facility undergrounding initiative, which included the use of securitized financing, subsequent
legislative amendments, and the ongoing implementation of the program.

Electric cooperative—Solar power purchase agreement
Assisted an electric cooperative in negotiating and drafting of a 100MW solar power purchase
agreement.

Electric cooperative—Solar power purchase agreement
Negotiated and drafted a 5MW solar power purchase agreement for an electric cooperative.

Electric cooperative— Renewable energy development project
Represented an owner in matters related to the acquisition of development rights and the development
of a 78-MW wind facility near Amarillo, Texas, including handling transmission interconnection, off-take
purchaser contracting, financing and insurance matters.

Electric cooperative—Wind power purchase agreement
Assisted an electric cooperative in negotiating and drafting a 100MW wind power purchase agreement.

Electric cooperative—Debt prepayment
Assisted an electric cooperative with the prepayment of an existing Rural Utilities Service debt and the
negotiation and drafting of a take-out loan agreement and security documents.

Various clients—Dodd-Frank regulatory matters
Advised a national trade association, electric cooperatives, and municipal utilities on the significance of,
and their options in responding to, U.S. financial regulation of Qualified Financial Contracts.

Manufacturer—Commercial rooftop solar
Assisting a manufacturer in negotiating a construction contract with a developer for rooftop solar on its
large commercial buildings.

Municipal utilities—Hedging contracts
Negotiate ISDA Master Agreements and Confirmations for hedging swaps and gas forwards for
municipal utilities as standalone arrangements and as part of prepaid gas deals.

Various Clients—Renewable energy and REC procurement
Advise large customers on their power supply procurement, renewable energy certificate transactions,
and construction and interconnection of on-site renewable energy.
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Kansas electric cooperative—Merger proceedings
Represented a rural electric cooperative challenging electric utility mergers in hearings before the
Kansas commission, and applicants’ merger applications at FERC.

Developer—Construction of natural gas power plant
Advising a developer in negotiating a construction contract for a combined cycle generating plant.

Rural electric cooperative—Tariff waiver protest appellate litigation
Represented an intervenor rural electric cooperative in an appeal opposing FERC’s waiver of the
regional grid operator’s tariff because the orders violated the filed rate doctrine and rule against
retroactive ratemaking.

Renewable energy developer—Project counseling
Counsel a wind developer for several projects on matters related to interconnection, long-term
contracts, and federal and state regulatory compliance. We advise on regulations and tariff rules for
connecting to transmission systems, advise and negotiate generator interconnection agreements and
power purchase agreements, and counsel on wholesale power market rules that may impair project
financing on favorable terms.

Rural electric cooperative—Transmission charges complaint
Represent a rural electric cooperative as complainant and intervenor in disputes concerning SPP’s
Attachment Z2 cost assignments and waiver of billing limitation needed to issue invoices for years-old
transmission charges.

Electric cooperatives—Merger
Assisted electric cooperatives with a merger or consolidation of generation and transmission
cooperatives.

Electric cooperative—Conversion to indenture
Assisting an electric cooperative with the negotiation and conversion to a Rural Utilities Service
indenture.

Three state utility commissions—PURPA enforcement action petition protest
Defended state utility commissions in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Vermont in five separate
actions filed by a solar developer petitioning FERC to initiate PURPA enforcement actions. FERC
issued Notices of Intent Not to Act in all of the cases.

Power production company—Construction contract
Assisted a power production company in negotiating and drafting an Engineering, Procurement, and
Construction Contract for a 560MW combined-cycle generation facility.

Municipality—Power purchase agreements
Helped a municipality draft and negotiate multiple Edison Electric Institute Master Agreements and
confirmations to facilitate block power purchases.

Municipality—Renewable power purchase agreement
Assisted a municipality with drafting a renewable power purchase agreement involving small power
production hydroelectric facilities.
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Corporate entity—Virtual wind power purchase agreement
Negotiated and drafted a 220MW virtual wind power purchase agreement for a corporate entity.

Electric cooperatives—Merger
Closed successfully a merger of two generation and transmission (G&T) electric cooperatives into a
third G&T cooperative under Texas law, performing the due diligence and drafting the merger
instruments and governance documents for the surviving entity having G&T cooperative and distribution
cooperative members.

State agency—Renewable energy procurement counseling
Counsel a state agency on its competitive renewable energy procurements advancing the state's clean
and zero-carbon policy objectives.

Nonprofit electric cooperatives—EEI Master Agreements for energy, capacity purchases
Negotiate EEI Master Agreements (including Schedule M) for nonprofit electric cooperatives with
multiple counterparties for purchasing energy or capacity to supply their customers (and incorporating
the appropriate product, including RTO-specific products) or hedging the pricing on their power supply
arrangements.

Florida electric cooperative—Energy imbalance tariff violation
Petitioned for appellate review on behalf of a rural electric cooperative of FERC’s orders denying full
refunds despite finding a Florida utility violated its pro forma energy imbalance tariff, and separately,
interpreting a tariff provision to find no filed rate violation by the utility.
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